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Thank you for using BlackBag Technologies products. 
 
The Release Notes for this version include important information about new features and 
improvements made to BlackLight. In addition, this document contains known limitations, 
supported versions, and updated system requirements. While this information is complete at 
time of release, it is subject to change without notice and is provided for informational 
purposes only. 

 

Summary 
 
To enhance our forensic analysis tool, BlackLight 2019 R3 includes: 

• New Processing options, triaging data 
• Redesign of Evidence Status 
• Additional Windows Artifacts Parsed in Actionable Intel 

• Parsing Unified Logs 

• Passware Integration to decrypt images of devices with full disk encryption 
• Redesign of File Filters enabling the creation of complex file filters 
• Additional support for processing Cellebrite extractions 
• Support added to process macOS 10.15 Time Capsule backups 

• Updates to parse artifacts in the latest versions of Firefox, Chrome, and Safari 

 



NEW FEATURES  
 
Processing Options – Triaging Devices 
 
One of the greatest features of BlackLight is the location and extraction of data interest, parsed 
into the [Actionable Intel], [Communication], [Locations], [Internet], [Productivity], and 
[System] tabs.  This allows quick access to high value data. In previous versions of BlackLight, 
during initial data ingestion, “Normalizing” would appear in Evidence Status indicating data was 
being extracted to populate these BlackLight views.  The user had no control over which data 
was processed.  
 
BlackLight 2019 R3 allows the user to choose exactly what data will be extracted, allowing 
greater flexibility when processing data.  The user can quickly preview data from the evidence 
source without running any Extract Data processes or choose to run only selected Extract Data 
processes at the time of ingestion.  If the examiner is looking for a specific type of data, 
especially on cases with multiple devices, extracting the data they are looking for can reduce 
the processing required by focusing in on the devices with relevant data. The Extract Data 
processes not run during initial evidence processing are available to run later from ‘Evidence 
Status.’ 
 
  



If the Extract Data processing option is deselected, a warning will appear indicating you will 
only be able to view and search the filesystem.  To limit which data extraction processing is 
performed, click the ellipses button next to Extract Data.  The 'Manage Data Extraction' window 
opens.  In the bottom left corner of the ‘Manage Data Extraction’ window, select the Uncheck 
All button.  Then check only the desired Extract Data processes.  Click the OK button once the 
desired processes are selected. 
 

 
 
Remember, data is populated in certain BlackLight views with the information from Extract 
Data processes. When no Extract Data processed are run, only the [Browser]  and [File Filter] 
views are functional.  BlackLight provides a warning message when all Data Extraction 
processes are turned off. 
 
In addition to adding the Data Extraction processing option, the Add Evidence window has 
been redesigned.  Advanced Processing Options has been removed and the processing options 
previously located there have been elevated to main Add Evidence window. 
 



 
 
All processing options are described in-depth in Chapter 3 – Managing Case Evidence in the 
BlackLight User Guide. 
 
Three radio buttons: Preview, Triage, and Comprehensive are available for processing options. 
 

• Preview:  Parses file system(s), data is available in [Browser] and [File Filter] 
 

• Triage: Extract Data, DB Recovery, File Signatures, and Calculate Hashes (MD5 only) 
 

• Comprehensive:  All processing options except Calculate Entropy 
 
 
While initial process occurs, once BlackLight has parsed the file system, the device or volume is 
automatically checked in the ‘Component List.’  This indicates the files and folders on the 
volume or device are ready for review in the [Browser] tab. 



 

 

 
Evidence Status Update 
 

The Evidence Status view has changed, with a clearer view for each volume and its associated 
processing options. Instead of a table-like listing with columns associated with each process, 
each volume or device has an area displaying the status for all of its processing options. 

 

 
 
The same icons are used to depict the status of each process. 
 
 
 

  



Windows Artifacts Parsed in Actionable Intel 
 
Additional Windows Artifacts are now parsed in Actionable Intel.  The addition of these artifacts 
prompted a redesign of the [Actionable Intel] tab.  Previous versions relied on sub-tab to 
access information like Device connections and Device Backups.  The new design provides a list 
of Actionable Intel items parsed on the left side of the ‘Content Pane.’  Information can be 
accessed and displayed by selecting the desired category from the list. 
 

 
 
  



The Windows artifacts now parsed include: 
 

Background Activity Monitor (BAM) 
and Desktop Activity Moderator 
(DAM) 

Tracks executables run by each user on the system 

Multilingual User Interface (MUI 
Cache) 

Tracks executables on the system 

Notifications A history of notifications sent to users 

RecentApps Tracks recently used apps and the files accessed by the 
apps 

Activity Timeline (Activity Cache) Tracks user Activities, e.g. website accesses, program 
executions, files accessed by programs, when particular 
apps were in focus.  

ShimCache A mechanism in Windows to support older apps on 
new versions of Windows.  Provides information about 
executables. 

AmCache Stores metadata about ShimCache executables that 
have been run, programs installed, and devices 
connected. 

System Resource Monitor (SRUM) Tracks program resource usage (energy, network and 
disk). 

ComDlg32 Tracks when the user used the Open/Save dialog box 
to open or save a file. 

 
The addition of these artifacts provides more robust capabilities for analyzing Windows 
systems.  This information provides examiners with a better understanding of activities 
performed on the system. 

  



Unified Logs 
 
Starting in macOS 10.12, Apple changed to a new log format, unified logs.  The reason for 
moving to this format was to have a common log format across all Apple operating systems 
including macOS, iOS, watchOS, and tvOS.  With the release of BlackLight 2019 R3, unified logs 
are parsed with the ‘OS Event / Security Logs’ initial processing option or ‘Events/Logs’ from 
‘Evidence Status’ for macOS devices. 
 
The amount of data stored in Unified Logs is massive.  During times of intense activity, 10,000 
records can be added to the logs in a minute. This can result in millions of records in Unified 
Logs.  Loading millions of records into the BlackLight graphical user interface and manually 
reviewing them could take a significant amount of time.  To perform a more efficient analysis of 
Unified Log records, filter for data of interest.   
 
Once ‘Events/Logs’ are processed, Unified Logs appear in [System], [System Logs].  Click on 
UnifiedLog in the System Logs section of the ‘Content Pane.’  Unlike other logs, Unified Logs do 
not load automatically.  Instead BlackLight presents a message recommending Apply filter to 
view records and the total number of Unified Log records. The filter pane automatically 
appears on the right side of the ‘Content Pane.’   
 

 
 
Log records can be filtered by the following information parsed for each record: 
 

• Any (any string) 
• Date 
• Type 

• UID 
• PID 
• Process Name 

• Process Path 

• Sender Name 



• Sender path 
• Message 

• Offset 

• Subsystem 
• Category 
• Signpost Name 

• Signpost Info 
 

Filters can be created for records during a timeframe of investigative interest.  Dates in Unified 
Logs records are stored in the BlackLight database down to nanoseconds.  Records are 
displayed in the BlackLight GUI to microsecond precision.  However, the records can be sorted 
by the ‘Date’ column to order the displayed data by timestamps.  The ‘Date’ column is the only 
sortable column for Unified Logs. 
 
Unified Logs may contain data regarding time machine backups, timezone changes, external 
media mount and unmount, or connected printers. 
 
Note:  To view Unified Logs in cases processed in previous versions of BlackLight, use the 
[Export Folder Structure from root] on the following directories: 
  

• /private/var/db/diagnostics/ 
• /private/var/db/uuidtext/ 

 
Add the exported folder to BlackLight 2019 R3.  BlackLight looks for the entire directory 
structure to process the Unified Logs. 
 
Due to the volume of Unified Log events, they are not included in the smart index. 

  



Full Disk Decryption with Passware 
 
Continuing to partner with other industry leaders, Passware has been integrated into BlackLight 
2019 R3.  Currently, images with the following types of full disk encryption can be decrypted 
with the proper decryption credentials: 
 

• BitLocker 

• FileVault 2 

• LUKS (Linus Unified Key Setup) 
 
When an image file using one of these encryption types is added to BlackLight, it is identified as 
a locked partition. 
 

 
 



Hovering over the locked volume, BlackLight indicates a password is required to unlock the 
encrypted volume. 
 

 
 
For BitLocker either the password or recovery key are required for decryption; FileVault 2 a user 
login password; LUKS the password or recovery key.  Click on the lock icon the Volume 
Encryption Password Needed dialog box appears. 
 

 
 
Enter the password (or recovery key) to unlock the volume.  Once the volume is unlocked, 
choose the desired processing options.  The decrypted data will be displayed in BlackLight. 
 
Other full disk encryption types supported by Passware will be implemented into future 
versions of BlackLight. 

  



File Filters 
 
The File Filter interface has been updated for easier creation of complex filters.  This includes 
the ability to group filters and add logic.  Multiple filter conditions can be created and grouped.  
Mechanisms are implemented to require results meet all filter conditions or any of the 
specified conditions.  Grouping allows the user to create filters with multiple criteria while 
adding a separate group of different filter criteria.  The files returned will be subject to meeting 
all of the filter criterion or just one group of filter criterion based on whether Any or All is 
specified.  
 

 
 
BlackLight shows standalone filter conditions and the filter conditions that are grouped.  Nested 
groups can also be created: 
 

 
 
Each new nested filter group has a different color to make it easier to read and interpret the 
filter logic. 

  



Additional Updates 
 
Additional support has been added to the processing of Cellebrite extractions. 
 
Dataless APFS snapshots are identified and a warning is issued prior to processing. 
 
Support has been added to parse macOS 10.15 Time Capsule backups. 
 
Updates were added to support parsing of artifacts in the latest versions of Firefox, Chrome, 
and Safari. 

 
KNOWN LIMITATIONS 

Use of ExFAT for storage media is NOT recommended. 

Due to issues with the Apple file system driver, use of exFAT formatted storage media may 
cause serious performance issues when using BlackLight.  We highly recommend that you DO 
NOT use exFAT for storage of your case or image files on macOS, and highly recommend the 
use of NTFS, HFS, or APFS for storage. 

iOS 13 encrypted acquisitions require updated macOS or Windows 

Users will need to run BlackLight on macOS 10.14 or Windows to acquire iOS 13 encrypted 
devices. 
 
  



 

RESOLVED ISSUES 
BL-15932 When expand archive is selected for a folder all archives in folder are expanded 

BL-15891 Improved File Filter behavior when using word associated with sql queries 

BL-15779 Emojis seen in messages included in report  

BL-15726 Improved report hyperlinks 

BL-15720 Updated symbol downloader to support 64-bit 

BL-15536 Updated report to include OS install date 

BL-15485 Corrected date displayed in Device Connection, Last Connect date 

BL-15467 After case is closed, indexing resumes upon opening 

BL-15457 Plugins improved to prevent users from running destructive sqlite command in APOLLO 

BL-15435 Improved USNJRNL processing 

BL-15432 Improved L01 exporting 

BL-15424 Improved exporting images from Media view 

BL-15421 Improved header parsing of Outlook emails 

BL-15408 Improved parsing of system logs from two volumes in the same case file 

BL-15375 Updated Tags and Report to show Image Analyzer category values as percentages 

BL-15333 Improved Tagging in Index View 

BL-15323 Improved results for Deep Searches 

BL-15230 Improved exporting in Index Search 

BL-15223 Improved parsing of Google Maps Location in Windows version of BlackLight 

BL-15208 Improved Email parsing 

BL-15184 Improved exporting of L01 for compatibility with other forensic suites 

BL-14887 Thumbnail count improved in Media view 

BL-14881 Improved Content Search hits when processing hiberfil files 

BL-14421 Tagging via drag and drop now available in Media view 

BL-14057 Updated time zone displayed in report view to reflect time zone selected by user 

 
  



SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
 

OPERATING SYSTEM SPECIFICATION 

Mac OS X 10.12.6 or newer*‡ 

Windows® 7 or newer 

Windows® Server 2016 or newer 

COMPATIBILITY 

BlackLight runs on Intel® based systems only 
BlackLight requires the following additional software: 
• iTunes 12.6 or higher 
• QuickTime 7.6.9 or higher for Mac 
• Windows Media Player 12 for Windows 

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS 

• Intel based systems (Mac) 
   X86 Architecture (Windows) 
• 2.7 GHz Intel Core i7 
• 16 GB DDR3 
• 5GB of Disk Space (Installation) 
• 25GB of Disk Space (Temp Space) 
• 1024 x 768 or higher screen resolution 

OPTIMUM REQUIREMENTS 

• MacOS 10.14.6 or Windows 10 
• Intel 64-bit based systems 
• Intel Xeon E5, 6-Core, or better 
• 32 GB DDR3 or higher 
• 5GB of Disk Space (Installation) 
• 25GB of Disk Space (Temp Space) 
• 1680 x 1050 or higher screen resolution 

 

‡ We strongly recommend against using macOS versions .0 and .1 in all cases.  For example (10.13.0 or 

10.13.1) 

**For Windows systems, BlackLight uses whatever the default app may be for playing media files. Windows 
Media Player 12 is recommended. If Windows examiners do not have QuickTime installed and they wish to 
play certain file types such as .AMR files (voicemail, etc.) they will need to install some non-default 
codecs, following the instructions found here: http://shark007.net/win8codecs.html. 

For information about downloading iTunes and QuickTime, please 
visit http://www.apple.com/quicktime/download/ 

 

http://shark007.net/win8codecs.html
http://www.apple.com/quicktime/download/


SOFTWARE DOWNLOADS 

 
The BlackLight® macOS installer is delivered as a package file (.pkg) while the Windows installer 
is delivered as a setup executable.  

In addition to the BlackLight installers, installers for offline maps, operating system hash sets, 
and memory symbols will need to be installed in order for BlackLight to take advantage of 
those.  All installers can be found on the BlackBag software downloads page here: 
https://www.blackbagtech.com/resources/software-downloads.html  

 
SUPPORTED DEVICES 
 
IOS 

• iPhone 3G and newer with iOS 4.0 to 13.1.2 
• All iPads with iOS 4.0 to 13.1.2 
• iPod Touch 2G and newer with iOS 4.0 to 13.1.2 

 
 
ANDROID 

• Devices running Android 4.0.4 to 8.1 
• Devices manufactured by: Samsung, Motorola, HTC, LG, Google Nexus 
 
Note*: Additional devices running Android 4.0 or later may function properly if the 
appropriate USB driver for Windows OS is installed 

 

https://www.blackbagtech.com/resources/software-downloads.html


SUPPORT 
 
If you need support, we are here to help.  
 
Please use the form at https://www.blackbagtech.com/support.html to submit your request for 
support and someone from technical support will respond.  Answers to common questions may 
also be found in the technical support portal https://www.blackbagtech.com/support.html 
 
 

FEEDBACK REQUESTS 

  
As we grow and perfect new features and functionality within our products, we need you to 
continue to provide the insightful feedback that has allowed us to develop the tool we are 
proud to offer today.  
 
If you would like to submit feedback or suggestions, please contact us through 
our product feedback form. Through your feedback, we can continue to provide investigators 
with the solutions they need to solve the critical issues they face every day. 
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https://www.blackbagtech.com/support.html
https://www.blackbagtech.com/support.html
https://www.blackbagtech.com/productfeedback.html
https://www.blackbagtech.com/productfeedback.html
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